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Abstract. We consider the effects of inhomogeneous initial conditions in both the scalar
field profile and the extrinsic curvature on different inflationary models. In particular, we
compare the robustness of small field inflation to that of large field inflation, using numerical
simulations with Einstein gravity in 3+1 dimensions. We find that small field inflation
can fail in the presence of subdominant gradient energies, suggesting that it is much less
robust to inhomogeneities than large field inflation, which withstands dominant gradient
energies. However, we also show that small field inflation can be successful even if some
regions of spacetime start out in the region of the potential that does not support inflation.
In the large field case, we confirm previous results that inflation is robust if the inflaton
occupies the inflationary part of the potential. Furthermore, we show that increasing initial
scalar gradients will not form sufficiently massive inflation-ending black holes if the initial
hypersurface is approximately flat. Finally, we consider the large field case with a varying
extrinsic curvature K, such that some regions are initially collapsing. We find that this may
again lead to local black holes, but overall the spacetime remains inflationary if the spacetime
is open, which confirms previous theoretical studies.
Keywords: inflation, initial conditions and eternal universe, gravity, physics of the early
universe
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1 Introduction
Cosmic inflation [1–4] is thought to provide a solution to several problems in standard Big
Bang theory by dynamically driving a “generic” initial state to a flat, homogeneous and
isotropic Universe, while generating a nearly scale-invariant power spectrum of primordial
perturbations which is consistent with observations. The question of what constitutes a
“generic” initial state is a difficult one, and can only be understood in the context of a
quantum theory of gravity. However, regardless of the nature of quantum gravity, a random
realisation from the set of all possible initial conditions will not look like an inflationary
spacetime, and one should expect the initial conditions from which inflation begins to contain
some measure of inhomogeneity.
Inhomogeneities do not necessarily prevent inflation in models of chaotic inflation [5]
where inflation may naturally begin near the Planck scale [6–8]. However, the simplest
models of chaotic inflation in which inflation can start at the Planck scale are under pressure
from recent observations of the cosmic microwave background [9]. The data does not exclude
scenarios in which inflation begins near the Planck scale [10, 11], but it motivates a study
of the effects of inhomogeneities on scenarios in which the potential energy density is always
sub-Planckian. While inflation in this class of models may start naturally if the topology of
the spatial slices of our universe is non-trivial [12], or if the cores of topological defects serve
as seeds [13–15], the effects of inhomogeneities on the onset of inflation in these models in
general is less understood and will be the focus of this work.
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The issue of initial conditions for inflation and the stability of de Sitter and inflationary
spacetimes have been under investigation for as long as inflation itself [5, 7], and there are
many analytic and semi-analytic [16–57] as well as numerical studies [58–73] (see [74] for
a short review). Goldwirth and Piran [63, 64, 67] were the first to study the robustness of
inflation to spherically symmetric perturbations using general relativistic 1+1D simulations.1
In modern terminology, their conclusion was that large field models, in which the inflaton
traverses more than a Planck mass during the inflationary period, δφ &MPl, are more robust
than small field models, δφ  MPl. Their results are often taken to imply that inflation
requires a homogenous patch of size roughly 1/H to begin. This work was later followed
by 3+1D numerical simulations in refs. [66, 68] showing large field inflation to be robust
to simple inhomogeneous (and anisotropic) initial conditions with sizeable initial gradient
energies provided the field is initially confined to the part of the potential that supports
inflation.2 This was confirmed and extended in ref. [70], which demonstrated that large field
inflation is robust even if ρgrad ≈ 1000 ρV where ρV is the vacuum energy density, at least if
the universe initially expands at the same rate everywhere. Furthermore, [70] first presented
simulations in which inflation succeeded even for certain initial conditions that lead to the
formation of black holes.
In this paper, we continue this line of research and test the robustness of inflation to a
slightly more general but still very simple class of inhomogeneous initial conditions both in
the scalar field profile and the extrinsic curvature. We use the numerical relativity package
GRChombo [75], setting up the machinery that will allow us to study more general classes of
initial conditions in the future. Since the degree of robustness to inhomogeneities depends on
the exact model of inflation, this provides us with an approach to checking model viability.
According to the Lyth bound [76, 77], inflation occurs at high energies and involves large
field excursions in models that produce observable amounts of primordial gravitational waves,
whereas the energy scale and field excursion are small in models that do not. Our results are
summarized as follows:
• For the initial conditions we consider, we find that large field inflation is robust to large
gradient energies [66, 68] even for ρgrad/ρV  1 as first shown in [70].
• Small field inflation is less robust than large field inflation. It can fail even when
the energy density in gradients is subdominant ρgrad/ρV  1. We show that small
field inflation fails when a large enough local fluctuation ends inflation early in that
particular region, with the gradients quickly dragging the rest of the spacetime from
the inflating part of the potential. However, the size of local fluctuation required to end
inflation must be large enough to explore the boundary of inflationary regime of the
potential, making small field inflation somewhat more robust than might be expected.
• Large inhomogeneities do not form dominant black hole spacetimes. In the large field
case, the potential is sufficiently wide to support inhomogeneities which result in col-
lapse to form black holes. However, in the case where the initial spacetime is flat on
average, increasing gradient energy implies an increase in average initial expansion.
1An earlier pioneering work [58] showed that inhomogeneous scalar fields will homogenise in a fixed FRW
background. See also [69] for a recent follow up work in this direction.
2In [66, 68], the energy density is initially dominated by the kinetic energy of an additional massless scalar
field, while the initial scalar gradient energy is dominated by that of the inflaton and is comparable to the
vacuum energy density. This is not clearly stated in the papers cited but one of the authors kindly provided
the original source code to us. These simulations were not able to explore the formation of black holes.
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This expansion prevents the formation of inflation-ending black hole spacetimes. We
found that there exists a maximum black hole mass which is subdominant to the infla-
tionary spacetime, which we derived both analytically and numerically.
• We show that for initial spacetimes containing both expanding and collapsing regions
local regions may collapse into black holes. However, inflation will occur as long as
the spacetime is on average initially expanding. This is consistent with the theoretical
expectations of [22] and [57].
This paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we present the theory and methodology
of our approach. In sections 3 and 4, we present the numerical results, and discuss their
implications for the small field and large field cases respectively. We conclude in section 5.
Movies of several of the simulations described in this paper can be accessed via the
GRChombo website at http://grchombo.github.io.
2 Theory and methodology
We consider single-field inflation with canonical kinetic term
Lφ = −1
2
gµν∂µφ∂νφ− V (φ), (2.1)
For a spatially homogeneous configuration, inflation occurs if V > 0 and the slow-roll pa-
rameters satisfy
 =
M2Pl
16pi
(
V ′
V
)2
 1 , η = M
2
Pl
8pi
∣∣∣∣V ′′V
∣∣∣∣ 1 , (2.2)
with M2Pl = ~c/G. In this case the field is slowly rolling and V ≈ constant acts as a
cosmological constant resulting in an inflating spacetime. The second condition η  1 is
required to ensure that inflation occurs for the sufficient amount of e-foldings.
In the large-field models, the region of the potential where this occurs is super-Planckian,
i.e. the field needs to roll δφ &MPl for sufficient inflation, while in the small field model the
field traverses a sub-Planckian distance in field space δφ  MPl. This is illustrated in
figure 1. In the context of single field inflation, the Lyth bound [76] implies that high/low-
scale inflation is associated with large/small field inflation.
2.1 Initial conditions
We impose very simple inhomogeneous initial conditions similar to those in [70] by specifying
the initial condition for the scalar field as follows
φ(t = 0,x) = φ0 +
∆φ
N
N∑
n=1
(
cos
2pinx
L
+ cos
2piny
L
+ cos
2pinz
L
)
, (2.3)
and
∂φ(t = 0,x)
∂t
= 0 , (2.4)
where x is the spatial coordinate of a foliation labeled by the time coordinate t, and ∆φ is
the amplitude of the initial inhomogeneities. The value φ0 is chosen such that we have 100
e-folds of inflation in the absence of any inhomogeneities. Since there are three modes each
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φ
V
(φ
)
δφ
Figure 1. In small field inflation the width of the inflationary “slow-roll” part of the potential
δφMPl, whereas in large field δφMPl.
Figure 2. Illustration of the cases N = 1 and N = 2 showing the values of φ on a 2D slice through
the y axis. On this slice the maximum value of φ in each case is 4 × 10−4MPl and the minima are
−9.5× 10−5MPl and −6.0× 10−5MPl respectively.
with amplitude ∆φ, the maximal total amplitude of the fluctuations about φ0 is 3∆φ. We
chose not to include random phases in this work as we have found that random phases do
not materially change the overall results. Note that we have normalised the total ∆φ by the
number of modes N — this means that the average gradient energy is slightly higher for
larger N , but that the maximum traverse from φ0 towards the inflationary minimum is the
same. See figure 2 for an illustration of the cases N = 1 and N = 2.
We set L to be the length of the simulation domain, and use periodic boundary condi-
tions to simulate a space composed of periodic fluctuations of this length and amplitude. L
is chosen to be the Hubble length in the absence of inhomogeneities (∆φ = 0), that is
L =
3MPl√
24piV (φ0)
, (2.5)
Hence, our model of initial inhomogeneities depends on the integer N , the amplitude of
inhomogeneities ∆φ, and the potential V (φ0). The potential V (φ0) sets the inflationary
Hubble scale, the integer N sets the wavelength of the shortest perturbations relative to this
scale, and ∆φ sets the amplitude of the inhomogeneities. In this work we focus on N of order
unity and leave a more systematic study of the space of initial conditions for future work.
In large field inflation we use a single mode, i.e. N = 1, and vary ∆φ. In the limit in which
the gradient energy dominates, i.e. ρgrad  V (φ0), changing ∆φ is equivalent to changing
the wavelength of the mode relative to the actual Hubble length H−1 (including the energy
density from fluctuations). For N = 1 and a Euclidean metric on the initial slice the wave
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number k = 2pi/L satisfies
k
H
=
MPl√
2pi∆φ
. (2.6)
In small field inflation, we consider the two cases N = 1, and N = 2, a superposition of
two modes, in addition to the variation of ∆φ. We will see that already small ∆φ prevent
successful inflation in the small field case so that we are not in the regime ρgrad  V (φ0).
We use the ADM metric, following the conventions of [75],
ds2 = −α2 dt2 + γij(dxi + βi dt)(dxj + βj dt) , (2.7)
where α and βi are the lapse and shift parameters as usual. In the BSSN formalism of
numerical relativity [78, 79], these parameters are specified on the initial hypersurface and
then allowed to evolve using gauge-driver equations. We choose α = 1 and βi = 0 on the
initial hypersurface, and hence the initial gradient energy on this hypersurface is
ρgrad ≡ 1
2
γij∂iφ∂jφ. (2.8)
It is convenient to introduce the conformal metric γ˜ij = χ
2γij such that det γ˜ij = 1, the
corresponding Christoffel-symbols Γ˜ijk, as well as the short-hand notation Γ˜
i = γ˜jkΓ˜ijk. We
can then write the equations we use to evolve the lapse and shift in the moving puncture
gauge [80, 81], which allows us to stably form and evolve black holes in the spacetime, as
∂tα = −µααK + βi∂iα , (2.9)
∂tβ
i = Bi , (2.10)
∂tB
i =
3
4
∂tΓ˜
i − ηBBi . (2.11)
The exact values of µα and ηB are chosen to improve stability in any particular numerical
simulation.
Next, we have to specify the initial conditions for the metric γij and extrinsic curvature
Kij . Their values need to satisfy both the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints on the
initial hypersurface. Decomposing the extrinsic curvature as
Kij = χ
−2A˜ij +
1
3
γijK , K = γ
ijKij , (2.12)
and introducing the notation for the kinetic term
η ≡ 1
α
(
∂tφ− βk∂kφ
)
, (2.13)
so that the energy density at any point in the hypersurface is
ρ =
1
2
η2 +
1
2
γij∂iφ∂jφ+ V , (2.14)
the constraint equations become
χD˜2χ− 3
2
γ˜ijD˜iχD˜jχ+
χ2R˜
4
+
K2
6
− 1
4
A˜ijA˜
ij = 4piGρ , (2.15)
and
D˜jA˜
ij − 3
χ
A˜ijD˜jχ− 2
3
γ˜ijD˜jK = 8piGηγ˜
ij∂jφ . (2.16)
K is the local expansion rate of spacetime, and in the special case of the Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker metric, K = −3H where H is the Hubble constant.3
3Note that we have chosen convention such that K < 0 denotes positive expansion.
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This is a set of coupled elliptic equations and is non-trivial to solve in general. Through-
out this work, we will make the simplifying assumption that the metric is conformally flat
and the traceless part of the extrinsic curvature Kij is zero everywhere on the initial slice
γ˜ij = δij , (2.17)
and
A˜ij = 0 . (2.18)
In this special class of initial conditions, we consider two possible solutions, that of uniform
initial expansion K, and one with spatially varying K.
2.1.1 K = constant uniform initial expansion
For spatially varying φ, the momentum constraint eq. (2.16) is trivially satisfied for η = 0 and
K = const. K is in principle a free parameter, corresponding to a uniform local expansion
rate across the initial hypersurface. However, in order to satisfy periodic boundary conditions
for χ and the Hamiltonian constraint, K2/24pi needs to lie close to the average initial energy
density for the hypersurface. For simplicity, we choose it to be equal to the average initial
energy density, approximating the metric to be Euclidean
K = −
√
24piG〈ρ〉 , (2.19)
with
ρ =
1
2
(∂iφ)
2 + V (φ) , (2.20)
where 〈X〉 = V−1 ∫ X dV indicates the average over the spatial volume V of the quantity X.
Once K is chosen, the initial field profile and the Hamiltonian constraint then fully determine
the conformal factor χ (which we solve for using numerical relaxation).
In cases where the gradient energy dominates i.e. ρ ≈ ρgrad  V (φ), the initial expansion
rate is large compared to the Hubble rate associated with inflation. This large initial uniform
expansion means that we are stacking the deck against ending inflation. In general, we should
expect the local expansion rate to be a function of spatial position that can be both initially
expanding or collapsing. To study the general case will require relaxing some combination of
the conformal condition eq. (2.17), the condition on Aij , eq. (2.18), and the condition of zero
initial scalar field velocity, η = 0. We reserve the general case for future work, but there exists
a second solution consistent with equations (2.17) and (2.18), given our assumptions, from
imposing η 6= 0, which gives non-uniform initial expansion. We turn to this solution next.
2.1.2 K 6= constant expanding/contracting initial condition
For constant initial scalar velocity η
η = − C
12piG
, (2.21)
with C some constant, the momentum constraint eq. (2.16) relates the extrinsic curvature K
to the initial scalar field profile φ
K = −Cφ+K0, (2.22)
where K0 is an integration constant. This initial condition means that a constant initial
scalar velocity η and a varying field φ will lead to a spatially varying K. If K0 is chosen to be
approximately the average value of Cφ, the spacetime will be locally initially expanding or
contracting depending on its position. We can then again solve the Hamiltonian constraint
for the conformal factor χ in order to complete the specification of the initial conditions.
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2.2 Numerical set-up
We rescale our simulations (by choosing the geometrized mass unit M to represent some
convenient fraction of MPl) such that the size of our physical domain is covered by (32M)
3.
We turn on GRChombo’s adaptive mesh refinement, using the gradients of K and φ as
refinement threshold conditions, with a coarsest level grid size of 643, allowing up to 6 of levels
of refinement with a refinement ratio of 2 per level. We check convergence approximately in
this case by checking that the same results are obtained when starting from a coarsest grid of
1283, increasing the number of grids by one and using a more aggressive regridding condition
(approximately halving the thresholds). It was found that the difference in the results was
small — for example, the number of e-folds at failure in the small field cases were different
by ±0.1%.
We can track inflationary simulations for around 23 e-folds. After this point numerical
error begins to dominate as the conformal factor χ (equal to the inverse of the scale factor)
falls below working precision.
3 Small field inflation
As discussed in the Introduction, the inflating plateau of the small field potential can be
relatively narrow, with δφ  MPl. The reason is as follows. The scalar power spectrum for
single field inflation is given by
∆2R =
H2
piM2Pl
≈ 2× 10−9 . (3.1)
For low scale inflation (H/MPl)
2 is small, which means that  must be small to achieve
sufficient amplification of the observed scalar power. This means that the inflaton has to be
roll very slowly (when compared to the large field case). The number of e-folds N , is given by
N ≈
∫ √
4pi

|dφ|
MPl
, . (3.2)
Assuming  and H constant, we estimate the field range with the help of equation (3.1)
δφ ≈ N
2
H
MPl
105MPl. (3.3)
For a typical low scale inflation H/MPl ∼ 10−10, we see that δφ/MPl ∼ 3 × 10−4 so δφ is
sub-Planckian as we argued. A typical small field inflation model is shown in figure 3, where
the inflating domain is around the inflection point of the potential.
Inflation could occur for much longer than 60 e-folds. Therefore the inflection point
could be quite broad, while still accommodating the small field requirement, so the potential
could instead look like figure 4, with a wider plateau. In the context of inhomogeneous
inflation, this distinction is important — the presence of large gradients means that the
scalar field can now sample a large domain of the potential, which could include the non-
inflating “cliff” on the left side of the potential in figure 3. The additional potential energy
in such regions is converted to scalar kinetic energy as the field rolls down the hill towards
the inflection point, which can disrupt slow roll sufficiently to end inflation.
In this section, we will explore and compare the two cases, a potential with an extended
flat direction, and one with a steeper rise. Note that we do not consider the effect of varying
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Figure 3. Small field potential function V (φ) without an extended flat region, showing the three
regions, the central solid line (blue) region gives rise to the slow-roll inflationary period
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Figure 4. Small field potential function V (φ) with an extended flat region, showing the three regions,
the central solid line (blue) region gives rise to the slow-roll inflationary period
K on small field inflation. This is because a profile for K which covers both negative and
positive values (i.e. with both expanding and contracting regions), requires the addition of a
relatively large kinetic energy term η, which immediately pushes the field into the minimum,
ending inflation. Thus the case where K is constant represents a best case scenario — adding
variation in K will only end inflation sooner. This is consistent with initial kinetic energy
being the most important failure mode, as shown by Goldwirth and Piran.
3.1 Small field model with extended flat direction
In this section, we will investigate the robustness of small field inflation for the case depicted
in figure 4.
We model the inflationary potential as
V (φ) =

V0 φ < 0
V0
(
1−
(
φ
µ
)4)
0 < φ < 0.023MPl
m2(φ− φ∗)2 φ > 0.023MPl
(3.4)
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with µ = 0.0238MPl, V0 = 1.15949 × 10−22M4Pl, m2 = 3.75× 10−18M2Pl and φ∗ = 0.025MPl.
The Hubble rate during inflation for this choice of parameters is Hinf = 3.125× 10−11MPl.
For a homogeneous initial value of the field of φ0 = 10
−4MPl, these values would result
in 100 e-folds of inflation, ∆R = 10
−5 and ns = 0.95 for modes that exit the horizon 60
e-folds before the end of inflation. We find the end of the inflationary plateau, the point at
which the potential is no longer “slow roll”, to be at approximately φ = 0.008MPl, with all
but the last e-fold taking place for φ < 0.001MPl.
The length scale for the fluctuations L, set to the Hubble length in the absence of
fluctuations, is then L = 3.2× 1010M−1Pl , and the value of K is constant across the grid as
described in section 2. This satisfies the Hamiltonian constraint, assuming that the initial
value of the conformal factor of the metric, χ, is approximately of order 1. In our simulations,
we set this constant value of K across the grid and then relax the value of χ from a value of
1 everywhere to satisfy the Hamiltonian constraint exactly.4
We then evolve the initial conditions forward in time until inflation ends, or we reach
the maximum number of e-folds we can simulate. We define the end of inflation as being
the point at which a single point in the space falls to the minimum of the potential, that is,
when the value of φ = φ∗ somewhere on the grid. The rest of the space will subsequently be
pulled in by gradients, as illustrated in figure 5, and as we will discuss in more detail in the
next section. The average number of e-folds 〈N〉 is measured on this time slice.5 We do this
for a range of ∆φ. The results are shown in figure 6 for the cases N = 1 and N = 2.
For N = 1 we find that inflation ends with less than 20 e-folds (which we call “failure”
for our purposes) for initial amplitudes of around ∆φ > 0.0007MPl. These values of ∆φ
correspond to ρgrad/ρV0 ≥ 1× 10−4.6 Hence the gradient energy is still sub-dominant to the
length scale L ≈ 1/H. This is highly “homogenous”. Note that the density contrast in infla-
tionary primordial perturbations are expected to be of order 10−5 which is only an order of
magnitude smaller than this. However, the perturbations here are concentrated in one or two
modes and it is the field excursions that should be compared. The typical displacement due
to quantum fluctuations is ∆φQM ∼ Hinf/2pi  0.0007MPl. We will explore the robustness
of inflation to initial perturbations with more general power spectra in future work.
For N = 2 we find failure when ∆φ > 0.0011MPl. It can be seen that adding the
additional mode makes inflation more robust. Recall from the definition eq. (2.3) that we have
normalised ∆φ to the total number of modes so adding modes adds to the gradient energy but
not to the maximum field value — this suggests that inflationary failure scenarios are more
dependent on single long wavelength inhomogeneities rather than multiple short wavelength
ones. The number of e-folds decreases with an approximate relationship of 〈N〉 ∝ ∆φ−4 in
both the N = 1 and N = 2 cases.
4Although in the small field case χ remains very close to 1 as the fluctuations are small, and the space is
approximately flat.
5While the remaining spacetime can achieve several more e-folds before falling to the minimum, we treat
this point as having ended inflation for measurement purposes. Allowing the simulations to run until the
whole spacetime has fallen to the minimum and fully ceased inflating would displace the lines in figure 6
vertically, but the trends would be the same. The actual values of 〈N〉 are, in any case, model specific.
6This implies that we are in a very different regime in our simulations of small-field models from [70] where
the gradient energy density dominated the potential energy density in both the large- and small-field case.
We find that already subdominant energy density in gradients can significantly impede or prevent inflation.
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Figure 5. A time series of the value of the field φ is shown on a 2 dimensional spatial slice. The
maximum initial value of the field is at the centre, and it can be seen how this point “falls off” the
inflationary potential, and subsequently drags the remaining space down with it. This means that
the failure of a single point quickly ends inflation throughout the spacetime.
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Figure 6. Plot showing the failure of inflation for small field inflation in the steep and flat cases
for N = 1 and N = 2. The average number of e-folds 〈N〉 decreases as ∆φ is increased, with an
approximate relationship of 〈N〉 ∝ ∆φ−4 for the flat case and of 〈N〉 ∝ ∆φ−3 for the steep case.
3.2 Pull back effects in small field inflation
As was mentioned above, once one part of the field falls into the minimum, it quickly “drags
down” the remaining spacetime, as shown in figure 5. It is instructive to consider the scalar
field dynamics which leads to the failure as the naive expectation that the part of the field
which has the maximum initial value (and hence is closer to the point where inflation ends)
is that which falls to the minimum first is not always correct. There is some initial resistance
from gradient pressure which, for a range of ∆φ, pulls the field back up the hill away from the
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Figure 7. Illustration of competition between gradient pressure and potential gradient for a concave
model.
minimum, “saving” inflation and making it more robust to inflation than one might expect.
See figure 7.
Using the Klein-Gordon equation, we can show that local gradient pressure should
temporarily “save” inflation up to some critical value, above which the field will fall directly
to the minimum. The critical value for ∆φ where this happens can be approximated quite
accurately as follows. Consider the Klein-Gordon equation,
∂2t φ− γij∂i∂jφ+
dV
dφ
= 0, (3.5)
where we have ignored the friction term, and let
φmax(t) = max(0, φ(x, t)). (3.6)
Initially, φmax = φ0 + 3∆φ and γ
ij ∼ O(1). For this point, and assuming that we are still in
the concave part of the potential, the field value should fall initially towards the minimum if
−∇2φ .
∣∣∣∣dVdφ
∣∣∣∣ . (3.7)
For the initial conditions and the potential we consider, this is the case (assuming N = 1) for
3k2∆φ . −dV
dφ
∣∣∣∣
φ=φmax
. (3.8)
Using the relation eq. (2.5), φ0  3∆φ, and V (φ0) ≈ V0 for our small field case this becomes
32pi3n2V0∆φ
M2Pl
. 4V0(3∆φ)
3
µ4
, (3.9)
which simplifies to
∆φ &
√
8pi3
27
nµ2
MPl
. (3.10)
The critical value for our chosen values and n = 1 is ∆φ ≈ 0.0017MPl, which corresponds to
φmax,crit = 0.00525MPl, beyond the part of the potential that supports an extended period
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Figure 8. The evolution of initial φmax and φmin = min(φ(x, t0),+∞) points versus proper time τ
for small field inflation (extended flat case). At the derived “critical value” of ∆φ = 0.0017MPl and
φmax,crit = 0.00525MPl, shows a very small initial increase at the maximum value (in dashed/pink) but
then is pulled back, so that it is in fact the initial minimum point (shown in blue/solid) which fails first.
A slightly larger value of ∆φ = 0.002MPl fails immediately at the maximum point (in green/dotted),
as expected. Note that τ is the proper time experienced by an observer at the specified coordinate
location.
of inflation. Small field inflation is thus more robust than on might naively expect because
local excursions towards the edge of the inflationary plateau are pulled back onto it.
The results of several simulations are illustrated in figure 8. We see that the predicted
critical value for ∆φ at which immediate failure occurs is approximately correct. In fact the
field can even resist some initial movement towards the minimum at the maximum point,
before being pulled back up the potential hill.
Reference [70] provides a closely related condition that allows to assess how rapidly
the average value of the scalar field will be pulled toward the bottom of the potential. In
contrast, our condition is local and allows to predict the fate of points or small regions on
the initial slice, which allows us to interpret and understand the behavior shown in figures 8
and 9. Information about gradients is also important to predict the critical value of the field
in detail.
3.3 Small field model without extended flat direction
In this section, we will investigate the robustness of small field inflation in the case in which
the negative φ direction is a “cliff”. We model the potential as
V (φ) =

V0 +m
2φ2 φ < 0
V0
(
1−
(
φ
µ
)4)
0 < φ < 0.023MPl
m2(φ− φ∗)2 φ > 0.023MPl
(3.11)
with the same parameters and initial conditions as in section 3.1. The is illustrated in figure 3.
For the N = 1 case, we find failure for initial amplitudes of ∆φ & 5 × 10−5MPl, which
corresponds to ρgrad/ρV0 ≈ 6 × 10−7. Note that inflation now fails for amplitudes roughly
an order of magnitude smaller than in the case of the extended flat region, showing that
small field inflation is highly sensitive to changes in the potential around the flat region.
Although the energy density in these fluctuations is now smaller than those expected from
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inflationary primordial perturbations, recall that it is concentrated in one mode, rather than
being a scale invariant spectrum. In particular, the typical displacement due to quantum
fluctuations for a given mode is still significantly smaller than the fluctuations considered
here ∆φQM ∼ Hinf/2pi  5× 10−5MPl.
The results are shown in figure 6 for the cases N = 1 and N = 2, below those for
the case with the flatter potential. Again it can be seen that adding the additional mode
makes inflation slightly more robust. The number of e-folds decreases as a power law with
an approximate relationship of 〈N〉 ∝ ∆φ−3.
In this case the dynamics of the failure is driven by the most positive point. One might
expect the most negative point to rapidly gain kinetic energy and overshoot the inflationary
plateau, but this is only observed for higher values of ∆φ and for small ∆φ the field is “pulled
back” by the gradients in the field. The most positive point in this case gets pulled back as
before, but then hits the steep “wall” and proceeds to roll off the plateau. This is illustrated
in figure 9.
Again thinking solely about the scalar field dynamics of the extremal points, one can
estimate at which point the most negative point will fail directly. Consider the most negative
value of φ initially, φmin = φ0−3∆φ. We can see that it will fail if, having oscillated through
φ0, the point at which it would be brought to rest by gradient pressure exceeds the critical
point derived in the previous section of φmax,crit = 0.00525MPl. If the potential were flat in
this region, this value would be the same as φmax = φ0 + 3∆φ (since it is effectively in simple
harmonic motion). However, the initial slope in V (φ) gives it an extra “push”, which we can
equate to having started with a larger value of ∆φ. Considering the initial energy density ρ0
at the minimum point, relative to the point φ0
ρ0 = (V (φmin)− V (φ0)) + 1
2
(∇φ)2, (3.12)
then by making the approximations φ0  3∆φ and V (φ0) ≈ V0, this becomes
ρ0 = m
2(−3∆φ)2 + 6pi
2n2∆φ2
L2
, (3.13)
and we can find an “effective” initial value of ∆φ, which would have the same initial energy
density
∆φeff = ∆φ
√
1 +
3m2L2
2pi2n2
. (3.14)
Setting this equal to φmax,crit gives a rough estimate for the initial value of ∆φ leading
to immediate failure at the minimum point, which using our specific values gives ∆φ ≈
0.0002MPl. As shown in figure 9, this value is consistent with our findings, although failure
will occur slightly below this value, due to the various assumptions made, in particular that
the potential is flat after φ0, when it is in fact sloped downwards.
4 Large field inflation
In large field inflation the inflationary part of the potential is δφ  MPl. It thus supports
larger fluctuations in the field while still keeping the entire space within the inflationary
regime.
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Figure 9. The evolution of φ vs proper time τ for the initial minimum and maximum points, for
the steep potential. The initial maximum point fails first, after hitting the “wall” to the left of
the inflationary potential, and rebounding into the minimum. While the most negative point does
rapidly overshoot due to its kinetic energy, it is pulled back by gradients and ultimately “saved” from
failure. However, increasing ∆φ further does eventually lead to the most negative point dominating
the collapse due to its kinetic energy. Note that τ is the proper time experienced by an observer at
the specified coordinate location.
Work to test the robustness of inflation in large field inflation was done in [68], and
more recently by [70] who found that large field inflation with uniformly expanding initial
conditions is very robust to large inhomogeneities of up to ρgrad = 1000ρV0 . In this section
we broadly reproduce their results, before extending the work to consider the limit of very
large fluctuations and non-uniform initial expansion rates which include initially contracting
regions.
We use m2φ2 inflation as a generic model for large scale inflation7
V (φ) = m2φ2 (4.1)
with m = 1.07967× 10−7MPl, leading to an inflationary scale of Hinf = 1.25× 10−6MPl. For
an initial value of the field of φ0 = 4MPl, these values would result in 100 e-folds of inflation,
with the scalar perturbation amplitude ∆R = 10
−5 and the scalar index ns ≈ 0.97 for modes
that exit the horizon 60 e-folds before the end of inflation.
The length scale for the fluctuations L is set to the Hubble length in the absence of
fluctuations, for our choice of parameters L = 8.0× 105M−1Pl .
4.1 Large field inflation with constant K
In this section the value of K, the extrinsic curvature, is set as a constant across the grid using
eq. (2.19) as above. We first considered a range of initial amplitudes of the perturbations
∆φ, and found that values below 0.2MPl resulted in inflation everywhere.
We find that at larger values of ∆φ, we form black holes. As in [70], we can argue for
their formation at this scale using the hoop conjecture. The black hole mass M must be
enclosed within a hoop of radius R. Assuming spherical symmetry, this is
R = 2GM. (4.2)
7While this model is marginally ruled out by the latest Planck data [82], we chose it for its simplicity
of implementation. More complicated models will not lead to any drastically different results since the key
feature is the flatness of the potential and the long traverse to the minimum.
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For a perturbation of wavelength L, given that a single mode in each spatial direction nec-
essarily creates two black holes by symmetry, the greatest radius from which each black hole
can accrete is approximately
R =
L
4
. (4.3)
Note that, L is an arbitrary length (the wavelength of the perturbation) and not necessarily
the Hubble length. The mass enclosed, M , is
M ≈ 4
3
piR3〈ρgrad〉 (4.4)
where
〈ρgrad〉 ≈ 3pi2 ∆φ
2
L2
(4.5)
which is obtained from the volume average of (∇φ)2 from eq. (2.3) over a volume L3. The
maximum mass is then linearly proportional to L, i.e.
M =
pi3
16
L∆φ2. (4.6)
Combining these gives the condition
∆φ
MPl
≥
√
2
pi3
(4.7)
as the critical case for black hole formation, independent of the length L. This value of
approximately 0.25MPl is consistent with our findings above that the critical ∆φ ≈ 0.2MPl
(given the approximate nature of the calculation).
Using equation eq. (2.6), this value of ∆φ ≈ 0.25MPl gives k/H ≈ 1.6. This result
is also consistent with the findings of [70]. In other words, black holes will form when the
wavelength of the perturbation is four times the Hubble length H−1 ≈ 3/√24piρgradMPl or
larger.
Above the critical value, black holes were formed, but these only created locally col-
lapsing regions, and did not dominate the overall inflationary behaviour. As such they were
quickly “inflated out” of the spacetime, see figure 10.
The robustness was, as in the small field case, due in part to the fact that the most
extreme value is quickly “pulled back” up the hill by gradient energy, resulting in initial
inhomogeneities being smoothed out. For the m2φ2 potential we are using, φ0 and ∆φ are
both large and so the field will move towards the minimum when
32pi3n2m2φ20∆φ
M2Pl
< 2m2(φ0 − 3∆φ), (4.8)
which reduces to
∆φ <
φ0M
2
Pl
16pi3n2φ20 + 3M
2
Pl
≈ M
2
Pl
16pi3n2φ0
. (4.9)
Thus there is a minimum value beyond which pullback always occurs. This is because dV/dφ
approaches zero at the minimum for m2φ2 type potentials — i.e. it is a convex potential. For
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Figure 10. A time series of the value of the extrinsic curvature K is shown on a 2 dimensional spatial
slice in the case ∆φ = 0.5MPl. Black areas are collapsing (within the black hole) and the remaining
areas are inflating, with the colour scale from black to white varying between K = ±5×10−5MPl. We
confirm the formation of a black hole by using an apparent horizon finder, but are able to continue
evolving the black hole until it “inflates out” of the space. Although this is in part due to the gauge
conditions (the moving puncture method tends to move the coordinate points away from the black
hole singularity), the dominant effect is the inflation of the surrounding space. Eventually the spike
will disappear once it falls below the coordinate grid resolution.
concave type potentials (e.g. hill-top models [83]), there will be a maximum ∆φ instead, as
we have discussed in the small field case. The value of this bound is small, in our model ∆φ ≈
0.0005MPl, and in the limit of a very flat, extended potential, it is zero. Thus almost any
perturbations will tend to be pulled back to a (potentially) more homogeneous configuration
in this potential. This more homogeneous configuration then continues to inflate, with the
number of e-folds approximately equal to that given by φ0.
Thus, as expected, inflation eventually wins out, even with fluctuations which reach
almost to the minimum of the m2φ2 potential — large field inflation is very robust to scalar
field inhomogeneities.
4.2 Can black holes stop inflation?
Naively, one might imagine that one can continuously increase the size of the fluctuations to
generate black holes of increasing mass, to the point that the Schwarzschild radius dominates
over the scale of inflation RS  H−1V , ending inflation. The critical limit for this to occur is
the so-called Nariai limit, which occurs when the black hole horizon and the de Sitter horizon
coincide in a Schwarzschild-de Sitter spacetime. In our units, the critical mass of the black
hole is
MN =
1
3
1√
8pi
M2Pl√
V0
MPl. (4.10)
We will show in this section that this is not possible.
In figure 11, we show the mass of the black holes formed as we gradually increase the
amplitude ∆φ obtained from numerical simulations. We see that while the mass increases
with ∆φ initially, at some point, the black hole mass begins to decrease as M ∝ ∆φ−1.
Thus there is a maximum black hole mass which can be formed (which in our case had a
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Schwarzschild radius of about 20 per cent of the Hubble radius related to the initial V (φ),
that is, L). This can be understood as follows.
Since ρgrad  V0 initially, the early expansion of the spacetime is roughly that of a
radiation dominated universe, i.e. ρgrad ∝ a−4 and H2 ∝ ρgrad. At late times, the expansion
rate is that of de Sitter, i.e. a ∝ eHV t where H2V = (8piG/3)V0.
Meanwhile, the free fall time-scale for some matter distribution of average density ρ is
given by
∆tff ≈
√
1
Gρ
. (4.11)
If there is no expansion, then this is roughly the timescale for some cloud of density ρ to
collapse to form a black hole as long as the initial distribution is supercritical. However, due
to the presence of the large gradient energy density, the spacetime is roughly expanding as a
radiation dominated universe, dissipating some of the energy away from forming a black hole.
Once the spacetime is dominated by vacuum energy, it is safe to assume that any remaining
energy that has not collapsed into a black hole will be rapidly dissipated. The time scale for
this to happen, a∗, occurs at vacuum-gradient energy equality ρgrada−4∗ = V0, i.e.8
a2∗ =
√
8pi3
∆φ
MPl
, (4.12)
where we have used eq. (2.5) and eq. (4.5).
Converting ∆tff into the scale factor by solving the Friedmann equation, we get
a2ff = 2
√
8pi
3
+ 1 , (4.13)
which is independent of ρgrad as expected. This predicted value of aff = 2.6 provides a good
approximation to the value of 〈a〉 ≈ 3 measured at black hole formation in the simulations
over the range of ∆φ tested. If a∗ < aff , then de Sitter space will take over before the collapse
has finished, leading to a lower mass black hole, and this is the case for smaller values of
∆φ. By equating these two times from eq. (4.12) and eq. (4.13), we obtain
∆φ ≈ 0.43MPl , (4.14)
as the point when the free fall is no longer stopped by de Sitter expansion, resulting in a
maximum mass of the black hole. This is in good agreement with the numerical value which
gives the maximum mass at ∆φ ≈ 0.4MPl, as seen in figure 11.
Above this point, the free fall timescale falls fully within the radiation dominated era.
Consider the mass enclosed in a spherical distribution of matter of size r
M(r) =
4
3
pir3ρ . (4.15)
Since the collapse occurs well within the radiation domination era, the largest radius from
which matter can still collapse into a black hole is the Hubble radius, r ∼ H−1, with the
largest mass occurring when ρ = ρgrad, giving us
MBH .
4
√
3
(8pi)2
(
MPl
∆φ
)(
M2Pl√
V0
)
MPl, (4.16)
8Recall that in our conventions a ≈ 1 on the initial slice.
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Figure 11. Plot showing the mass of the black holes formed versus the size of the initial perturbations.
Although the mass initially increases, it reaches a maximum (at a size of about RS = 0.2L) after
which it falls off as 1/∆φ, meaning the maximum mass of the black hole which can be formed is
bounded. The green dots are results from numerical simulations, and the lines marked illustrate the
approximate agreement to our analytic calculations. The green solid line shows the maximum mass
MBH predicted per eq. (4.16). The blue dotted line shows MBH(a∗/aff)3, reflecting the effect of the
transition to de Sitter on the radius from which energy can fall in. The two lines meet at the critical
point ∆φ ≈ 0.43MPl.
which scales like M ∝ ∆φ−1 as our numerical results indicate, and has a Schwarzschild
radius of
RS .
L√
8pi3
MPl
∆φ
, (4.17)
which agrees to the maximum observed size of about RS = 0.2L for ∆φ = 0.4MPl. This
means that one cannot make a “Giant Death Black Hole” using the methods we outlined
in this work — there is a maximum mass, roughly 1/3 of the mass of the Nariai black hole
eq. (4.10), after which increasing ∆φ leads to a reduction in BH size. While our analysis and
numerical simulations have focused on the specific case where the initial expansion is uniform
and scaled to the gradient energy, we expect similar no-go results to hold as long as the initial
hypersurface is approximately flat i.e. χ ∼ 1 and Aij ≈ 0 since the Hamiltonian constraint
eq. (2.15) implies that the initial expansion will be, on average, uniform and large. It would
be interesting to revisit this question in the more general case where these assumptions are
relaxed.
4.3 Large field inflation with spatially varying K
We now consider spatially varying K in the case where ∆φ = 0.1MPl and study the effect
on inflation. The potential is now set to be simply a cosmological constant with the value
V (φ0) from the previous large field case, to allow inflation to continue indefinitely.
For our purposes it is useful to recast eq. (2.22) for K in the form
K = −zC¯(φ− φ0) + 〈K〉 . (4.18)
We set
〈K〉 = −
√
24piG〈ρ〉 , (4.19)
where the value of ρ now includes the contribution from η. Without loss of generality, we set
C¯ = 2.78 × 10−5 so that the maximum value of K is zero for z = 1. Increasing z increases
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Figure 12. Illustration of the change in the spatial variation in K when the parameter z is varied,
showing a slice through the maximum and minimum values of the profile.
the amplitude of the fluctuations in K and allows us to consider larger regions of spacetime
that are initially collapsing, K > 0. The profile for K and the dependence on z is illustrated
in figure 12.
We test a range of values of z between 1.0 and 2.0, and find that in cases of smaller
z (where most of the spacetime is expanding initially) the collapsing part of the spacetime
“bounces back”, such that K quickly becomes approximately constant with a negative value
everywhere. Inflation then continues, and over 20 efolds are reached.
In cases of higher z, with z > 2.0, where more of the spacetime (but still less than half)
is collapsing initially, we find that black holes form at the initially contracting point. We
therefore find that for an inhomogeneous spacetime which would have resulted in inflation
everywhere for constant K (∆φ = 0.1MPl is subcritical for black hole formation in the
constant K case), we are now able to generate regions of collapse to form black holes once
variations of K are introduced. This is illustrated in figures 13 and 14.
However, even in these cases, the remaining spacetime continues to expand and inflate.
Since 〈K〉 < 0 in all cases here, this result is consistent with what would be expected
from [22] and [57] (note that our sign convention means that K < 0 denotes locally expanding
spacetime). We will explore the case where 〈K〉 > 0 in future work.
5 Conclusions
We investigated the robustness of small and large field models of inflation, subjecting it to
several simple inhomogeneous initial conditions both in the scalar field profile and in the
extrinsic curvature. In doing so we have set up a framework that will allow us to study
more general initial conditions in the future. As expected, we found that large field inflation
was far more robust than small field inflation. In particular, small field inflation can fail
even for small subdominant gradient energies ρgrad/ρV ≈ 10−4 while large field inflation is
robust even to dominant gradient energies of ρgrad/ρV  1. This implies that small field
inflation requires at least some level of tuning to begin or a dynamical mechanism that sets
up appropriate initial conditions.
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Figure 13. Illustration of the evolution of K in the large field varying K case for z = 1.5. The initial
inhomogeneities in K quickly disperse and it settles into an inflating spacetime everywhere. White
areas are collapsing and black areas are inflating, with the colour scale from black to white varying
between K = ±5× 10−5MPl.
Figure 14. Illustration of the evolution of K in the large field varying K case for z = 2.0, showing
the black hole formation at the centre. White areas are collapsing and black areas are inflating, with
the colour scale from black to white varying between K = ±5× 10−5MPl. The peak value in the last
frame is K = 0.005MPl, and the average number of e-folds across the grid at this point is roughly 0.4.
5.1 Robustness of small field inflation
The primary failure mode for small field inflation is the disruption of coherent slow roll
dynamics, causing some parts of the scalar field to irrevocably fall into the non-inflating
minimum. Once a region of the scalar field falls into the minimum, this region will expand
and dominate the rest of spacetime ending inflation for the entire hypersurface. This failure
mode can be induced in the following ways:
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• Adding large amplitude scalar fluctuations. Large amplitude scalar fluctuations can
create excursions outside the inflationary part of the potential which lead to one region
falling to the minimum and dragging the rest of the field down with it. However, local
excursions of the field towards the edge of the inflationary part of the potential get
pulled back by gradient pressure, making small field inflation more robust than one
might expect (see below).
• Converting additional potential energy into kinetic energy. If the inflationary region
of the potential is small — in the case of typical small field models it is often just an
inflection point — then a large initial fluctuation may have support on the steep part
of the potential (i.e. the green dotted line in figure 3). This additional potential energy
will be converted to scalar kinetic energy, generating a large fluctuation and pushing
the scalar closer to the minimum, thus ending inflation.
Nevertheless, we found that small field inflation is more robust than one might naively
expect. In particular, we find the following:
• Pullback effect of gradients. We show that perturbations tend to “homogenise”, i.e.
gradients tend to flatten out. This means that some initial conditions which have
regions in the non-inflating regime can still inflate as the scalar field gets pulled back
into the inflating regime. We provide a formula for this critical point for any given
potential, and demonstrate its effect numerically.
• Adding additional shorter wavelength modes makes inflation more robust for a given
maximum initial value of φ. Adding a second mode with half the wavelength, but
normalised to keep the same value of φmax, resulted in a higher threshold for inflation.
This is somewhat unexpected since adding an N = 2 mode increases the gradient
energy. We proposed that this could be related to the pullback effect described above,
which is stronger for higher wavenumber modes.
5.2 Robustness of large field inflation
In the large field case, except for the trivial case of an initial hypersurface which is contracting
everywhere, i.e. K > 0, we did not find a viable failure mode for the initial conditions we
considered — large field inflation is robust to very large gradient energies ρgrad/ρV > 10
2. The
primary reason for its robustness is the potential’s large support for slow roll i.e. δφMPl,
which combined with the rapid dissipation of gradient energy due to expansion, makes it
difficult for the scalar to reach a non-inflating region. Furthermore, we find the following:
• No “Giant Death Black Holes”. Given a uniformly expanding initial condition scaled
to the total initial gradient energy, there is a maximum mass black hole that is formed
for which the radius is of order 0.2 times the size of the vacuum energy Hubble radius.
Increasing initial gradients beyond this point decreases the final black hole mass — this
is caused by the dissipation of gradient energies due to the large initial expansion. We
calculate the maximum mass, which occurs when the transition to de Sitter expansion
no longer limits the black hole mass, and confirm it with numerical simulations. We
find that it is roughly 1/3 of the mass of the Nariai black hole.
• Pullback effect of gradients. Similar to the small field model, large gradients tend to
homogenise. We show that for convex potentials, even with initial fluctuations which
reach to the minimum of the potential, inflation can eventually succeed.
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• If 〈K〉 < 0, then inflation wins. If the initial hypersurface (a Cauchy surface) has a net
negative (expanding) value of K there will always be an expanding region, as predicted
in analytic studies [22] and [57].
As we stated in the Introduction, we only investigated a very restrictive class of initial
conditions. Furthermore, we focused on the case of single field inflation. It will be interesting
to study the effects of more general initial conditions and whether the presence of additional
degrees of freedom renders inflation more or less robust to inhomogeneities. We will pursue
these and other questions in future work.
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